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Can Prosecutors Be Sued By People They Framed?
by NINA TOTENBERG

November 4, 2009 

Do prosecutors have total immunity from lawsuits for anything they do, including framing someone for 

murder? That is the question the justices of the Supreme Court face Wednesday. 

On one side of the case being argued are Iowa prosecutors who contend "there is no freestanding right 

not to be framed." They are backed by the Obama administration, 28 states and every major 

prosecutors organization in the country. 

On the other side are two black men — Terry Harrington and Curtis McGhee — men who served 25 

years in prison before evidence long hidden in police files resulted in them being freed.

Harrington, McGhee And The Principal Witness

Back in 1977, Harrington, captain of his Omaha high school football team, was applying to college and 

being recruited for a possible scholarship at Yale.

Then he and McGhee were arrested for the 

murder of a retired police officer in neighboring 

Council Bluffs, Iowa, just across the state line. 

The principal witness was 16-year-old Kevin 

Hughes, who had a criminal record, and after 

being arrested in a stolen car, first fingered two 

other men, one of whom turned out to have been 

in jail on the night of the crime. 

After his first stories didn't pan out, Hughes 

implicated Harrington and McGhee, but his 

eyewitness account was riddled with errors. 

He initially got the site of the shooting wrong and 

the weapon. He said the murder was committed 

with a handgun, then said a 20-gauge shotgun 

and finally a 12-gauge shotgun. 

He also failed a polygraph test. According to lawyers for Harrington and McGhee, the Council Bluffs 

police and prosecutors knew all this and more. But they went ahead and indicted the two men, winning 

convictions before an all-white jury. 

'Living A Nightmare'

Former Bush administration Solicitor General Paul Clement will tell the Supreme Court that in 1977, 

Council Bluffs was an almost all-white community, and that politics and race played a part in the 

prosecutor's decisions. 

Enlarge Charlie Neibergall/AP

Terry Harrington (center) leaves prison in April with his 

mother, Josephine James (left), and daughter, Nicole Brown. 

Harrington, who had been serving a sentence of life without 

parole, was released when Iowa Gov. Tom Vilsack signed a 

reprieve after the Iowa Supreme Court vacated the 

conviction.
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The county prosecutor, David Richter, had been appointed to his post and was facing his first election, 

observes Clement. "He has an unsolved murder, something that is hardly standard fare in Council 

Bluffs, Iowa," he says. "He had the perfect suspects, if he could tag the murder to a couple of young 

African-American teenagers from across the state line." 

Harrington couldn't believe what was happening to him. He says he was "living a nightmare."

Convicted two days after his 19th birthday, he was sentenced to life in prison without parole. 

"When I walked into that front door and that gate closed behind me," Harrington says of his first day in 

prison, "it was so humiliating that all I could do was cry. I cried all night." 

In prison, Harrington assumed a tough alter ego he called "T.J." and did everything he could to survive. 

Harrington struck up a friendship with the prison barber, who petitioned for the police records in his 

case. According to defense lawyers, those records not only disclosed how police and prosecutors had 

coached Hughes until his story matched the facts, and how other witnesses were coerced into lying, but 

that the records also showed that police and prosecutors had withheld evidence that pointed to another 

suspect. 

They had identified a white man named Charles Gates, who had been seen with a shotgun near the 

scene of the crime. Gates, the brother-in-law of a Council Bluffs Fire Department captain, was 

interviewed and failed a polygraph. But prosecutors and police abandoned their interest in him in favor 

of Harrington, who was not even offered a polygraph. 

"So the bottom line," says Clement, "is essentially that police and prosecutors together at some point in 

this case stopped looking for the real killer, the real suspect and decided it would be far easier to get an 

eyewitness account that said to a moral certainty that the two African-American youths from across the 

state line have committed this crime. "

Total Immunity?

But even after 25 years in prison, Harrington never gave up. In 2003, armed with the newly disclosed 

police records, he petitioned the Iowa Supreme Court, which overturned his conviction as well as 

McGhee's, and concluded that the star witness was a "liar and perjurer." Since then, all the witnesses 

have recanted. 

McGhee, Harrington's co-defendant, agreed to a plea deal in exchange for time served. Harrington 

refused any deal, and prosecutors dropped all charges against him. Under Iowa law, for all practical 

purposes, there is no way for the men to recover compensation for their 25 years of hard time. So they 

sued the prosecutors and the police under a federal civil rights law for violation of their constitutional 

rights.

The Council Bluffs prosecution team, while still maintaining that Harrington and McGhee are guilty, 

contends that even if the men were in fact framed, prosecutors, under established Supreme Court 

precedent, have total immunity from being sued. 
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The Supreme Court has indeed said that prosecutors are immune from suit for anything they do at trial. 

But in this case, Harrington and McGhee maintain that before anyone being charged, prosecutors 

gathered evidence alongside police, interviewed witnesses and knew the testimony they were 

assembling was false. 

The prosecutors counter that there is "no freestanding constitutional right not to be framed." Stephen 

Sanders, the lawyer for the prosecutors, will tell the Supreme Court on Wednesday that there is no way 

to separate evidence gathered before trial from the trial itself. Even if a prosecutor files charges against 

a person knowing that there is no evidence of his guilt, says Sanders, "that's an absolutely immunized 

activity." 

Whatever constitutional wrongs were suffered by Harrington and McGhee, he says, they were the result 

of their conviction at trial, not the investigation that preceded the trial. Without the trial, he contends, 

Harrington and McGhee "are simply unable to point to any deprivation of liberty that they suffered from 

the fabrication itself." 

Uphill Climb

Not so, says Clement, the lawyer for Harrington and McGhee. The prosecutorial immunity at trial 

doesn't wash back and launder a frame at the investigative stage, he says.

Clement notes that the Supreme Court has given immunity to prosecutors only after an indictment takes 

place. Before that, Clement contends, prosecutors have the same limited immunity that police have — 

namely, they can be sued if they violate clearly established constitutional rights. And in this case, he 

says, by the time the indictment took place, "the prosecutors were already up to their necks in this 

conspiracy ... to frame someone for the crime they didn't commit. That violates the Constitution any way 

you look at it." 

While the justice of this argument may be easy to grasp, Clement has an uphill climb before the 

Supreme Court. There are good reasons for prosecutorial immunity. Prosecutors at every level of 

government worry that allowing any lawsuit, ever, would provoke a flood of lawsuits, and that 

prosecutorial independence would be compromised, with district attorneys shading their decisions for 

fear of being sued.

Now, the Supreme Court will decide. 

 

comments
Please note that all comments must adhere to the NPR.org discussion rules and terms of use. See also the 

Community FAQ.

You must be logged in to leave a comment. Login | Register
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Dennis Manuel (dmanuel) wrote: 

That's semantics, not an argument.

Wednesday, November 04, 2009 9:42:25 PM

 

David Hyde (davidhyde) wrote: 

Some would argue that there is no freestanding Constitutional right not to be framed because 

the word "framed" does not appear in the Constitution.

Wednesday, November 04, 2009 9:36:09 PM

 

Dennis Manuel (dmanuel) wrote: 

"there is no freestanding right not to be framed." 

This has stunned me.  

If this is true, then we live in a totalitarian society,and at any time, any one of us can be taken 

off the street and railroaded into jail, a torture chamber, or death row at the whim of a 

prosecutor. The mental masturbation of the right wing of the Surpeme court cannot change 

that fact...if it is true. 

Below is the definition of "totalitarianism."  

A form of government that theoretically permits no individual freedom and that seeks to 

subordinate all aspects of the individual’s life to the authority of the government.

Wednesday, November 04, 2009 9:28:12 PM

 

Charles Gillard (shylove) wrote: 

So there is a right to seek injustice just to win a case as our adversarial justice system even 

deems justice an adversary to defeat! All is fair in the game of win or lose. It is happening in 

commerce, in our wars, and it is eating the principle value of our country, with it's acceptable 

collateral damages.

Wednesday, November 04, 2009 8:40:28 PM

 

Ted Spisiak (tedejr) wrote: 

Lest there be any misunderstanding, I have taken no offense, nor am I brooking an argument, 

with anyone who may have had a difference of opinion with anything that I have posted here. 

My only intent was to explain my position, which in some cases differed with some other's 

positions. 

 

The problem with the written word here is that there is no vocal inflection. This can result in a 

misunderstanding of the intent of a passage. 

 

Post this comment to Facebook, too?

  

 

NPR reserves the right to read on the air and/or publish on its Web site or in any medium now known or unknown the 

e-mails and letters that we receive. We may edit them for clarity or brevity and identify authors by name and location. 

For additional information, please consult our Terms of Use.
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If my responses were taken as defensive, offensive, or combative, which was never their 

intent, please accept my apologies.

Wednesday, November 04, 2009 8:28:43 PM

 

Clinton Bates (Beast48) wrote: 

Prosecutors are not responsible for taking criminals off the streets; that's a job for the police. 

What prosecutors are responsible for is getting convictions, hopefully by legal means, which is 

what happened in this case. As has been stated, there is no law against what was done to get 

these convictions. The important thing is that the prosecutor got two convictions in a high 

profile murder case. That is the standard by which the public judges prosecutors. We want the 

suspects presented to the prosecutor by the police, to be convicted. We shouldn't expect the 

Supreme Court to rewrite the laws protecting the prosecutors, just because a mistake was 

made by the police in this one case. Anyway, the outcome of the trial was as much the 

defendents' fault; they obviously failed to prove their own innocence or to identify the actual 

killer.

Wednesday, November 04, 2009 8:11:32 PM

 

robert jones (robjon) wrote: 

"Hear, hear" prosecutors should be held accountable. The problem, lawyers/attorneys write all 

laws. Our only hope, if one of these injustices are brought before the Supreme Court, and 

they rule, prosecutors are not immune to prosecution. Anyone who causes mental, emotional, 

and physical pain to innocent people should have criminal charges filed against them.

Wednesday, November 04, 2009 7:07:18 PM

 

Gloria Jones-Bey (Jayweb) wrote: 

I almost could not believe my ears when I heard that the US Supreme Court is seriously 

considering whether a citizen of this country is entitled to a trial without being framed by the 

prosecution. To put it another way, to consider whether prosecutors are legally protected 

when they frame an innocent person. If this is a standard of law in this country, how is it 

different from any despotic government on the left or right who routinely frame their citizens to 

get rid of them? When it is based on race,gender, political position or any reason, it is 

egregious. If this stands, we should immediately return all of our soldiers home because any 

pretense that we are fighting for democracy or human rights is a sham. The young man who 

was framed had his life destroyed. Yet, those fighting for this position to prevail simply dismiss 

this life as irrelevant. Too much in recent events point to money and power as the standards 

that we will fight to uphold. Citizens need to be very concerned about this philosophy. It is a 

perfect example of power corrupting justice.

Wednesday, November 04, 2009 6:55:16 PM

 

Cool Hand Luke (Marcos989) wrote: 

“Former Bush administration Solicitor General Paul Clement" fighting for the rights of us all to 

NOT be framed and transgressed against by fighting for a remedy for belated justice whereas 

the Obama administration, 28 states and every major prosecutors organization in the country 

are backing their right to not deliver justice to us, the American population when and if they 

choose to. 

 

What a disgrace!! 

What irony!

Wednesday, November 04, 2009 6:54:57 PM
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Cool Hand Luke (Marcos989) wrote: 

I echo what so many have expressed here....outrage!!! 

The co-conspirators (prosecutors & police) belong in prison and a hefty Civil suit against 

them! 

If the Supreme Court justices do not remedy this situation I, for one will lose all respect for any 

claims from this day forward about the fairness of the American “justice system".

Wednesday, November 04, 2009 6:48:18 PM
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